
Dear FIT Academy Families, 

This is an important message regarding distance learning that will impact all 
families, please read carefully. 

As we continue to navigate the pandemic and its impact on our learning community, we 
have three important updates for families. These are outlined in more detail in the 
attached document. The first is for our secondary grades to move to distance learning 
beginning the week of November 23, the second is the possibility of grades K-5 
temporarily moving to distance learning in the case of prolonged teacher absence, and 
the third is related to e-learning days on weather emergencies. 

Secondary (6-11) Moving to Distance Learning 
As you may know, our county infection rates are scheduled to surpass 30 this week. 
The state Safe Learning Plan calls for secondary grades (6-11) to move to distance 
learning when the county infection rate exceeds 30 and you may be aware that district 
196 is already scheduled to do so the week of November 9th. While FIT Academy is 
not required to follow district 196 action, we are required as a public school to 
adhere to the state plan. This plan requires us to meet with a Regional COVID 
Planning team made up of representatives from Dakota county, the Minnesota 
department of health, and the department of education and follow their guidance in 
planning for the school. 
 
As reflected in our hybrid plan serving students on-site four days per week in most 
grades, our commitment is to provide as many opportunities for our students to learn 
onsite as possible. Our leadership team met with the Regional COVID Planning team 
yesterday and advocated that we could successfully continue to provide safe hybrid 
instruction for our students in grades 6-11 for coming weeks. The planning team was 
not in agreement that we continue with hybrid instruction for grades 6-11 indefinitely but 
did agree to push the start date of distance learning out to the week of November 23rd 
provided that we not reach 5 infections school-wide at any given time. The team also 
agreed that FIT Academy could provide targeted onsite services for students with 
specific needs or the children of essential workers. Please review the policy below for 
more information. 
 
Transition Plan for Secondary 
Beginning on Monday November 23rd, students in grades 6-11 are not to report to 
school unless provided a specific schedule to do so. Monday November 23 and 
Tuesday November 24th will be non-instructional planning days for grade 6-11 staff. 
Wednesday November 25th will be the first official distance learning day for all 
secondary students. Your teachers will send you additional information as we get 
closer.  
 
Should the school reach 5 school-wide infections at any given time, we may be 
required to transition to distance learning for all grades with limited notice. 



Impact on Elementary Grades (K-5) & Policy Related to Extended Teacher 
Absence 
This secondary change does not impact our elementary program as the state plan does 
not recommend moving elementary to distance learning until the county infection rate 
reaches 50. Please note that in order to avoid a push to move the elementary 
program to cohorts or distance learning, the FIT Academy board passed a policy 
sending students to distance learning if their classroom teacher is absent for 
more than five days. Please review the policy below for more information. 

All families should also note the policy related to distance learning or e-learning 
for all grades on weather related building closure days. On these weather related 
emergencies, we will proceed with distance learning for all students rather than 
cancel school. 

 

 

Scroll to the next page for board approved policies 

  



FIT ACADEMY PANDEMIC RELATED POLICIES FOR 2020-21 

Board Approved on 11/3/2020 

 

Policy Related to Transitioning the FIT Academy Secondary program based on COVID infection rates 

In following with the Governor’s executive order and state Safe Learning Plan and in consultation with 

the Regional COVID Planning Team made up of representatives from Dakota County, the Minnesota 

departments of health, and department of education, FIT Academy will adopt the following policy 

related to middle school and high school learning modes: 

Policy: Provided that the Dakota county infection rates move above 30 and remain above 30 on 

November 5th and 12th and provided that FIT Academy does not exceed 5 schoolwide confirmed cases: 

- FIT Academy will transition to Distance Learning for all students in grades 6-11 beginning on 

Monday November 23rd 

- Monday and Tuesday November 23rd and 24th will be counted as instructional planning days 

meaning that there will be no school or instruction for students in grades 6-11 on those days 

- FIT Academy will provide targeted onsite instruction for students with special needs, ELL needs, 

children of essential workers, or other specific needs 

- FIT Academy will immediately move to school-wide distance learning if the school has 5 or more 

confirmed cases that cross grade levels based on the recommendation of our Regional COVID 

Planning Team 

- FIT Academy will consider returning grades 6-11 onsite once the infection rate is projected to be 

below 30 for three consecutive weeks in consultation with the Regional COVID Planning Team 

 

Policy Related to Moving Elementary Classes to Distance Learning in the Event of Extended Teacher 

Absence 

As the infection rates and number of teachers in quarantine grows, many schools are moving to distance 

learning partly due to the inability to find substitute teachers. The following policy has been passed in 

order to allow us to continue with on-site hybrid learning in grades K-5. Based on the state Safe Learning 

Plan, should the county infection rate reach 50, we would be required to move the elementary school to 

distance learning. Until then, our hope is to be able to continue our four days a week onsite hybrid 

program. 

 

Policy: Whenever a K-5 classroom teacher is scheduled to be absent for more than 3 days, that teacher’s 

class will transition to distance learning beginning on the following Monday or Thursday provided five 

days advanced notice and until the teacher returns. This is not for the purpose of quarantining the class 

but for the purpose of supporting staffing needs during the pandemic. The teacher will have the option 

of teaching the students in a distance teaching mode or another teacher will be provided to deliver 

distance teaching. 

 

 



Policy Related to E-Learning Days in the Event of Weather Closures 

In accordance with statute Minn. Stat. § 120A.41, the FIT Academy board may authorize the use of up to 

five e-learning days in lieu of cancellation in the event of school closure related to inclement weather on 

days when students are scheduled to be on site. The statute requires that the plan be communicated to 

families ahead of time, provide for adequate technology, provide for teacher access throughout the day, 

and allow for accommodations of students with disabilities. FIT Academy’s current remote learning plan 

for all students provides for these requirements. 

Policy: In accordance with Minn. Stat. § 120A.41, on the first five weather related school closure days of 

the school year on days when onsite or hybrid students are scheduled to be onsite, FIT Academy will use 

an e-learning day. Families will be notified of this change by 6:00am and teachers will communicate 

electronically with student-families in accordance with the e-learning requirements outlined in the 

statute. 

 


